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TWIST ME UP COLLECTION

T W I S T M E U P S O F T B L U R M AT T

SOFT-MATT LIPSTICK WITH SMOOTHING BLURRING EFFECT
An extraordinarily creamy and comfortable Jumbo twist lipstick.
Contains powders with soft-focus action that optically smooth
the lips, giving an even-looking and consistent result.
Enriched with agents* containing moisturising and nourishing
properties, it coats the lips giving an intense, soft-matt colour
and a sensation of wellbeing that lasts a long time.
*Contains Mimosa Wax, Vitamin E, Sunflower Wax, Jojoba Wax
and Shea Butter.
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S C U L P T I N G T O P C O AT

CONTOURING & OMBRE EFFECT LIP GLOSS
An extremely sensory top coat to emphasize volume with a
sculpting effect for ombre lips.
Enriched with Camelina Oil and Olus Oil with nourishing,
emollient and anti-free radical properties, it melts deliciously
onto the lips, enhancing them.
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BOLD LIPS

NUDE LIPS

Lip Studio 12
Chubby 1

Lip Studio 13

Chubby 2

Chubby 3
SCULPTING TOP COAT
Apply alone or on top of lipstick to
emphasize the volume of the lips with
a sculpting and ombre lips effect and
to darken the underlying colour with
a translucent and iridescent finish.

Chubby 4

MATT
4

SHINY

SHINY

MATT
1
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C O N T O U R & S T R O B E L I P PA L E T T E

CONTOURING & STROBING PALETTE
A small palette containing infinite possibilities of
shades to create multidimensional looks and innovative colours.
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LIP POWDERS & SPARKLING GEL
Silky and melting powders with a “lurex” effect on the lips to create light
effects and sculpt the shape.
An explosion of metallic colours, perfect for highlighting matt and shiny
lipsticks and defining the lip contour.
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Shimmering Strobing Look

A gel enriched with highlighting
flecks, like a real cascade of glitter,
dispersed in an extremely sensory
poured formula.

Sculpt & Contour

BLURRING BRUSH

LIP CONTOUR BRUSH
WITH BLUR EFFECT
Created specifically to transform and perfect
the lip contour with a blur effect, it smoothes
and evens out both the colour and texture of
the product used, reducing imperfections in the
clean line with a delicate blended effect.
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Its soft synthetic bristles end with a rounded tip, which is flexible and resistant at the same time, making it perfect for any
blended eye and lip makeup application.
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ONE-TOUCH HOLO

LIP GLOW BOOSTER
ILLUMINATING LIPSTICK WITH A STROBING EFFECT
Soft, creamy and sensory, it blends on the lips, enveloping them
in radiance.
Perfect alone or on top of lipstick to embellish the
underlying colour with a shimmering glow.
Very easy and quick to apply, just one touch
to instantly transform your look!
Dermatologically tested.
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LIP STUDIO
MATT LIPSTICK - HIGH COVERAGE - LONG LASTING

PERFECT TOUCH LIP PRIMER
LIP PRIMER
The perfect base for fixing the intensity of the colour and prolonging
the freshness of your lipstick during the day.
Helps smooth the delicate surface of your lips, optically minimising
micro wrinkles and small contour imperfections.
Prevents the colour from bleeding, to enhance the beauty and
perfection of your makeup.
Dermatologically tested.

A velvety and soft formulation for an intense result
and instant coverage.
Specifically developed to achieve a perfect balance between hold and comfort, Lip Studio
combines an extraordinarily durable texture
with precious emollient and anti-oxidant
active ingredients: Apricot Kernel Oil and
Vitamin E.
Close tightly after use.

USE
Apply a small amount of product before your lipstick and distribute
evenly over your lips.
Wait a few seconds for it to dry and then continue as usual.
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TWIST ME UP
DISPLAY

Italy
Via Tavani, 1 - 24030 Mozzo (BG) - Tel. +39 035.528538 - Fax +39 035.528518
E-mail: customercare@karaja.it - www.karaja.it

